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upon present value is given by the sum for which the right
to all increment of this class — I am not, of course, now re-
ferring to the anticipated increment already discussed — accru-
ing during the said fifteen years could be sold. It is fairly
certain that the sum obtainable would, in general, be a very
small fraction of the capital value of the land. Consequently,
these increments are predominantly, though not entirely, wind-
falls ; and the passing of a law now for their taxation if and
when they accrue would not strike present owners to any
substantial extent. In order, however, to reduce the risk of
this to a minimum, it might be well to provide for the exemption
from duty of increments amounting to less than 10 per cent.
This provision, combined with that suggested in the preceding
section, would exempt from increment duty all increments
arising in a fifteen-year period amounting to less than 10 per
cent of the value x, plus, say, 120 per cent of the value y.
§ 11. The various safeguards, which this discussion shows
to be required in an increment tax that is to strike windfall
increments only, are probably too complicated for practical
politics. The cause, however, is not yet lost. For it is still
possible, at the expense, indeed, of letting some real windfalls
go free, to avoid any serious risk of taxing increments that
are not windfalls by the simple device of exempting all incre-
ments other than those which are very large. In normal
circumstances, apart from war and its aftermath, we may
reasonably expect that no enormous variations in general prices
or in the general rate of interest will occur in the course of
fifteen years. If, therefore, we decree that increment duty
shall only be levied on land which in fifteen years has trebled
in value, or, if our period be of some other length, has im-
proved in a proportionate degree, it is very unlikely that
anything other than true windfall increments will be enmeshed
by our scheme. Nearly the whole amount by which, at the
end of fifteen years, the unimproved value of any man's
holding of land — it seems necessary to take the total holding
as our unit — exceeds treble its original unimproved value
might safely be taken by the State. If the unimproved values
of land are periodically estimated for some other purpose,
with a view, for example, to a direct tax on the body of these
values, it should not prove a very difficult or expensive matter
to collect a tax of this kind also. But the various complications,

